Extend Your Stay!

Whether it’s boutiques, sun and surf, or delicious South Florida cuisine, stay for an extra day and experience all the Marina Life has to offer!

**DAY 1:**

**SHOP**

**The Galleria** by Water Taxi. The Galleria is Fort Lauderdale’s most fashionable address with sophisticated stores and amazing restaurants.  
2414 E Sunrise Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304

**SUN**

Take a tour on the **Water Taxi!** It is not only a great mode of transportation but it also is a perfect way to explore the area and ship along the canals.  
1881 SE 17th St. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

**Fort Lauderdale Beach** has some of the best people-watching in South Florida. And don't forget to stroll, jog, or blade along the palm tree-fringed, brick-lined beachfront promenade.  
100 S. Seabreeze Blvd. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

**SAVOR**

**Canyon** Come for the tuna tartare and cornmeal crusted poblano with goat cheese; stay for the prickly pear margarita (half-off during happy hour).  
1818 E Sunrise Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
EXTEND YOUR STAY! DAY 2:

SUN

**Everglades Holiday Park** Climb aboard a state-of-the-art vessel for an unforgettable Everglades airboat ride, then take in a live alligator presentation featuring the Gator Boys Alligator Rescue in the world famous Gator Pit! With miles of wetlands before you, you'll journey deep into the Everglades, zipping across the "River of Grass" at top speeds, with an expert tour guide leading the way. 21940 Griffin Rd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33332

SHOP

**Las Olas Blvd** is known as Greater Fort Lauderdale's "style mile," lined with independently owned boutiques, and lively lounges and cafés with sidewalk seating. Las Olas is also a major stop along **Greater Fort Lauderdale's Water Taxi** system. Las Olas Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

SAVOR

**El Camino Mexical & Tequila Bar** is a wildly popular Mexican restaurant and tequila bar on Las Olas Boulevard in Fort Lauderdale. 817 E Las Olas Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

NIGHTLIFE

**Rooftop** is a trendy, tree- & plant-filled rooftop lounge offering craft cocktails and light fare, with sweeping city views. 1 W Las Olas Blvd Suite 700, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
EXTEND YOUR STAY! DAY 3:

SUN

**Jacaranda Golf Club** located in Plantation near Fort Lauderdale, offering two, Four Star rated golf courses, as rated by Golf Digest.
9200 W Broward Blvd, Plantation, FL 33324

SHOP

**Sawgrass Mills** is the largest outlet and value retail shopping destination in the United States. With more than 350 stores, including everything from fashion and jewelry to electronics, sporting equipment, beauty products, home accessories, toys and more.
12801 W Sunrise Blvd, Sunrise, FL 33323

SPA

**The Red Door Salon & Spa, at The Galleria**
Comprised of industry experts, specializing in seven self-care areas – massage therapy, body treatments, skincare, nail care, haircut and color, makeup, and waxing – and can customize each service using unique enhancements and technologies.
2598 E Sunrise Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304

SAVOR

**Boatyard** is a laid-back stalwart attracting all ages with seafood & steak, a bar scene and marina yacht-watching.
1555 SE 17th St, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316